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SecurDPS Enterprise – the best in class solution
instrumented for the Data-Centric Security approach

With more than 25 years of experience in data protection on
truly mission-critical systems, comforte is the perfect partner for
organizations who want to protect their most valuable asset:
data. comforte’s Data Protection Suite, SecurDPS, has been built
from the ground up to best address data security in a world that
is driven by digital business innovations, empowered customers
and continuous technology disruptions.
We are here to enable your success by providing expertise,
an innovative technology suite and local support.
To learn more, talk to your comforte representative today
and visit www.comforte.com.

The Data-Centric Security approach focuses on protecting data at its earliest point,
while de-protecting only when absolutely necessary.
SecurDPS Enterprise protects sensitive and personal data. Augmented by a broad
range of integration options, SecurDPS Enterprise allow business applications to be
implemented quickly with on-premise, multicloud, Big Data, and data warehouse
deployments without changes in infrastructure or code.
No matter how you move, use, leave, or lose your data, it's is always protected and
kept private Documents
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Secure your Business
with Data Protection

Enterprise Tokenization –
Core Concepts & Architecture

Leadership Compass
Database and
Big Data Security

Tokenization Explained –
How to protect your data

Perimeter defenses, identity access management,
and intrusion detection, help deter or slow down
attackers from impacting your business. However,
security gaps still exist when attackers are successful
at bypassing those controls.
The data-centric approach, deployed by SecurDPS
Enterprise is proven to be one of the most effective
means at reducing the risks of a data breach or data
exposure incident. SecurDPS outperforms other data
security solutions by protecting data at its earliest
point of entry into your systems, and by reducing the
need to de-protect the data. This means your business can continue to operate, and while reducing
risks of exposing data.

SecurDPS Enterprise – the Secure Data Protection
Suite designed for organizations of all sizes –
combines the comforte patented stateless tokenization algorithm with our proven, highly scalable and
fault-tolerant architecture. Augmented by a broad
range of integration options, SecurDPS Enterprise
allow applications to be quickly included into the
enterprise-wide data protection deployment without
any changes in infrastructure or code. Gain detailed
insight about SecurDPS Enterprise with this Core
Concepts and Architecture solution brief.

KuppingerCole, an independent cybersecurity
research and analyst firm, has positioned
comforte AG as a Top Product Leader in the 2019
Leadership Compass for Database and Big Data
Security. The assessment of 8 technology providers
was based on analysis of product features and
overall capabilities.
Read this report for KuppingerCole's overview of
Database and Big Data Security solutions and key
capabilities.

Quick Guide to understanding Tokenization
from experts who have been tokenizing customer
data since 2010.

